what you don t know about turning 60 a funny birthday - what you don t know about turning 60 is a hilarious pop quiz to ease the pain of a 60th birthday this charming humor book provides entertainment for over the hill birthday parties and is fun to read when the party s over and reality sets in, what you don t know about turning 40 a funny birthday - what you don t know about turning 40 a funny birthday quiz bill dodds steve mark on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers this over the hill birthday gift is a pop quiz with 101 questions complete with humorous answers that is sure to enliven any 40th birthday party steve mark s 18 b w illustrations make the book fun to read after the party, 7 reasons you shouldn t try to save a woman you don t know - continuing on with the first point helping a woman out will never make her fall in love with you you re just some random nobody who happened to be there at the right moment when she needed you, ex detroit lion barry sanders 20 tales you might not know - barry sanders at 50 here are 20 tales about no 20 you might not know ex detroit lions running back barry sanders told some teammates he was retiring before he shocked the world by not showing, 5 terrible secrets big drug companies don t want you to - the name of a drug is a crucial part of its marketing the antidepressant prozac for example is meant to sound sciency while the drug sarafem which is targeted at women sounds distinctly feminine, dont use flea bombs or foggers until you read this - make sure all foodstuffs and other consumables like fruit etc are placed in a cupboard or taken out the house please make sure that all pets and people are out the house for at least 8 hours while bombing the house to ensure that you don t risk anyone s health, what you don t know about hookah pens the signal - while hookah pens claim to be tobacco free not all hookah pens are nicotine free let me explain if you skipped biology class nicotine is a toxic chemical found in tobacco plants, avoiding bonsai from losing leaves failing off turning - as we know bonsai are our beloved tree that needs full time caring if a bonsai is left with no care for a certain period of time he might feel sick and die, waiting on love two things you probably don t know but - truth be told i m not an extremely patient person i want my nonfat triple grande pumpkin spice latte and i want it now i d rather get hit by a truck than wait in line at the stupid grocery store, 5 shameful true stories muslims desperately don t want you - christopher j green is an investigative journalist and historian specializing in the decline of america and western civilization he is the author of the new book death of the family true stories of the charlatans who deceived the world and broke the backbone of our society, 5 tools to prevent windows from sleeping or turning off - by default windows uses a power plan to save energy it can do this by auto turning off the display when there is no activity for a given period and also do a similar thing to put the computer to sleep if you don t move the mouse and touch the keyboard within this period windows thinks you re away and will perform the selected action in an attempt to save some power, if you don t have kids you don t matter return of kings - thomas hobbies is an australian uni student hiding out in his mother s basement waiting for the singularity to arrive as a backup plan he is secretly hoping to avoid the perils of an actual career by becoming a writer and travelling the world, careers news and advice from aol finance - from career advice to employment news discover all of the information you need to know about your job search and career, 18 uncomfortable things you need to do if you don t want - when you look back on the past year don t think of the pain you felt think of the strength you gained and appreciate how far you ve come you ve been through a lot but you ve grown a lot too give yourself credit for your resilience and then step forward again with grace, tokyo salaries all you need to know japanese rule of 7 - i know where you re going with this just add everything up and boom hey you can live on that much but there are a couple of other factors at play that complicate things, how to start cleaning up when you don t know where - a slob comes clean is the completely honest and never ending story of my deslobification process as i find ways to keep my home under control i share the truth about cleaning and organization methods that actually work for a real life slob, part ii all you need to know about growing coffee trees - part ii all you need to know about growing coffee trees in your home written by paul katzeff posted in coffee trees growing coffee at home from thanksgiving coffee company the 2017 roaster of the year shop the award winning roasts, vh1 original tv shows reality tv shows vh1 - get the latest slate of vh1 shows visit vh1 com to get the latest full episodes bonus clips cast interviews and exclusive videos, customizing your tap shoes the taps dance advantage - but let s face it the most interesting part of a tap shoe is the taps as a kid i put flat tacks on the bottom of my sneakers because even before my first tap class i knew that it was the sound that gave tap dance its novelty the great tap shoeganza, ask a gender therapist how do i know if i m transgender - how do i know if i m transgender note this video was originally made in 2014 and i ve learned a lot since then as a gender therapist there are some phrases and terms i used in the video that i wanted to revise so i did so in the transcript below march 2016